Introduction
We will work in the structure of the computably enumerable sets.
The language is just inclusion, . This structure is called E.
Our understanding of automorphisms of E is unique to E. In most structures with non-trivial automorphisms we can construct automorphisms via the normal \back and forth" argument. But this is not the case with E. To construct automorphisms we use the properties of being well-visited and well-resided. Well-visited is 0 2 and not being well-resided is 0 3 (we use the negation). Since the complexity of these properties is at most 0 3 , the construction of the desired automorphism can be placed on a tree. (We will not discuss the details on this placement nor of the construction of an automorphism of E but direct the reader to Harrington and Soare 1996] or Cholak 1995] .) If an automorphism is constructed on a tree then has a presentation computable in the true path (which is 0 3 ). Hence all automorphism constructed in this way are 0 3 -automorphisms. (In some cases we can make the automorphism e ective.)
Our current goal is to prove that if A and b
A are automorphic by any (not necessarily 0 3 ) automorphism (that is (A) = b A) then there are de nable substructures of E, S R (A) and S R ( b A) (we will de ne these structures shortly), such that the isomorphism induced on these structures by is 0 3 . That is, while need not be 0 3 it is 0 3 on a de nable substructure of E.
Before we can formally state this result we need a de nition:
De nition 1.1. Let S(A) = fB : 9C(B tC = A)g. S(A) is the splits of A and S(A) forms a Boolean algebra. Let R(A) = fR : R A and R is computableg. R(A) is the computable subsets of A and is an ideal of S(A). Let S R (A) be the quotient structure S(A) modulo R(A).
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If W 2 S(A) then let W R(A) be the equivalent class of W in S R (A). S R (A) is a Boolean algebra and is de nable with a parameter for A. If In other words there is an isomorphism between S R (A) and S R ( b A), (W R(A) ) and ( (W )) R( b A) are the same equivalent class (i.e. is induced by ), and a 0 3 -function f such that for W e 2 S(A), W f(e) is in (W R(A) ). We will write this as S R (A) ' 0 3 S R ( b A)). We will not completely discuss here the full impact and potential of the above theorem since a partial discussion already appears in Section 3 of Cholak and Harrington 2000 ] to which we direct the reader. However we will mention and prove one theorem which follows from the above theorem and some work in 
. What is exciting about this result is that it completely characterizes when two hhsimple sets are automorphic. They are automorphic i their L 's are 0 3 -isomorphic. We can easily work with the L 's as they are just Boolean algebras. In Section 3.1 of Cholak and Harrington 2000] , we will mention how this theorem easily implies some known results. Theorem 1.2 and Soare's Extension Theorem (see Soare 1974] A are automorphic (via any automorphism) they are automorphic via an automorphism which is 0 3 on the inside of A. It was been long observed that in any known construction of an automorphism taking a set A to b
A it is possible to use Soare's Extension Theorem. The above theorem (and it's proof) imply that this observation is always the case; Soare's Extension Theorem can be used in every automorphism construction. In later papers, Theorem 1.4 will be used to show that there is an orbit of E which is not an orbit when considered under 0 3 automorphisms and another proof of the Slaman-Woodin Conjecture considering orbits of E. But at this point we are getting far ahead of ourselves.
The rest of this paper consists of the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. These proofs are very modular. The proof of Theorem 1.2 appears in Section 2. The proof of Theorem 1.2 depends on the special L-patterns which were introduced in Cholak and Harrington 2000] . We will use several theorems about special L-patterns which can be found in Cholak and Harrington n.d.b] . As needed we will restate and rephase these theorems. Some of the proofs of the theorems mentioned in Section 2 appear in later sections. The proof of Theorem 1.3 appears in Section 6.
1.1. Notation and de nitions. Our notation and de nitions are standard and follows Cholak and Harrington 2000] which follows Soare 1987] . All sets will be computably enumerable non-computable sets and all degrees will computably enumerable and non-computable, unless otherwise noted.
We think of as a map from ! to another copy of !, b !. All subset of b ! will wear hats. We refer to b ! as the hatted side and sometimes we refer to ! as the unhatted side. Throughout the rest of the paper we will assume that is an automorphism of E, (W ) At some point we will need to consider an particular 0 3 -ideal, I, of S R (C), where C is a computably enumerable set which we construct. (I is de ned in De nition 2.18.) Ideals of S R (C) are subsets of S R (C) which are closed under nite union and subsets. An ideal I of S R (C) is 0 n i W e 2 I is 0 n . Given the above paragraph, S R (A) is itself an 0 3 ideal. Untill we otherwise de ne I we should think of I as just S R (C). (Downey and Stob 1993] Hence (X & S) is in nite. This implies that (X & S 1 ) is in nite and hence X \ S 1 6 = ;. But X \ S 1 = ;. Contradiction. Lemma 2.13 is a dynamic lemma about robust sets and hence does not, on the face of it, does not transfer to the hatted side. The proof of Lemma 2.13 relied on one dynmaic property: (T \ S 1 ) & S 1 is in nite. But this was implied by a de nable property: no robust set is computable. This property transfers to the hatted side. Hence the lemma transfers to the hatted side:
Lemma 2.14. If b S 1 and b S 2 is a true Friedberg split of a robust set (split) b S then the b S i 's are robust sets (splits). The requirements for a true Friedberg split require integers to quickly enter S. In some situations this might be a disadvantage. In Section 5.1, we discuss another option for constructing robust sets. Theorem 2.15. Let C = W e and I be any 0 3 -ideal of S R (C). Let U be an L-interpretation and P = (T ; R; B; l) be a special L-pattern. Uniformly inŨ, P and C = W e (think of all three of these items as somehow indexed by P), there a B-interpretation,B P;I , such that the following are equivalent:
1. There is a robust split S 2 I such that ' P (Ũ;B P;I ; S) 2. For all B-interpretations,B, there is a robust split S 2 I such that ' P (Ũ;B; S).
A B-interpretation,B, is I-universal i it satis es the equivalence in Theorem 2.15. Whether a B-interpretation,B, is I-universal is not a 0 3 property; is it, however, de nable. Since for our discussion I is a xed (but still unde ned) 0 3 -ideal, we can drop the I fromB P;I to getB P .
What happens in the proof of the above theorem is that for a robust split S of C such that ' P (Ũ;B P ; S), using the Owing Splitting Theorem, we split S into in nitely many pairwise disjoint splits S i and on S i we copy the ith B-interpretation,B i . Since we use the Owing Splitting Theorem, by Lemma 2.13, (or Lemma 2.14) if S is robust split then the S i 's are robust splits.
Let T be a split of A such that T \B is not computable. If instead of considering the robust splits S of C such that ' P (Ũ;B P ; S) we consider the robust splits S of C such that ' P (Ũ;B P ; S \ T) then we get the following:
Theorem 2.16. Let C = W e and I be any 0 3 -ideal of S R (C). LetŨ be an L-interpretation and P = (T ; R; B; l) be a special L-pattern. et T be a split of A such that T \B is not computable. Uniformly in T,Ũ, P and C = W e , there a B-interpretation,B P;T , such that the following are equivalent:
1. There is a robust split S 2 I such that ' P;T (Ũ;B P;I ; S \ T) 2. For all B-interpretations,B, there is a robust split S 2 I such that ' P;T (Ũ;B; S \ T). Assuming that b I is 0 3 a hatted version of these theorems hold as well. Fix P andŨ. LetB P be the universal B-interpretation e ectively given to us by the above theorem. (B P ) is an universal b B-interpretation.
But not necessarily the one,b B b P , e ective given to us via the hatted version of the above theorem. (We only put hats on the special Lpatterns when we are using the hatted version of these two theorems to e ectively get an universal pattern on the hatted side. Furthermore for all j 6 = i, e ectively in j, there isB (each component is completely contained in S) such that for all splitsS of C, ifS S eitherS is computable or for allX,X does not witness ' P j (Ũ;B;S).
2.5. Small robust splits. The next theorem, proven using a tree argument, will allow us to associate, in a de nable and 0 3 fashion, splits T of A such that TnB is in nite with certain robust splits S of C. We will use this association to code splits T of A such that TnB is in nite with a split e T of b
A. On the hatted side we will decode this association/coding to compute e T. To help with this decoding we must de ne the ideal I and add some, at this point, seemingly unneeded, features to the next theorem.
The next theorem will also be used to x an listing of all splits of A. 
D j 0 is small subset of D j , and (f) S j is robust split. The proof of Theorem 2.17 appears in Section 5. All properties that the sets T j 's, S j 's and D j 's have are de nable. Thus they transfer to the hatted side. For the rest of this section, we will x the ordering of splits of A, B and C given by the above theorem. 2.6. Coding. We are ready to proceed with the coding: LetB i;k be a computable list of all B i -interpretations, where P i = hT i ; R i ; B i ; l i i.
So there is a k and l such thatB i;k =B P i ;T i andB i;l =B P i ; T i , wherẽ B P i ;T i andB P i ; T i are from Theorem 2.16.
Let be such that j j = hi; k; li. We will apply Theorem 3.3 of Cholak and Harrington n.d.b] to 2i,B 2i;k and S \ T . We also apply uniformly creates aŨ ;0 whose components are contained in S \ T and aŨ ;1 whose components are contained in S \ T . Since all the S ;i 's are componentwise pairwise disjoint, we can letŨ be the componentwise e ective union of theŨ ;i 's. Hence ' P 2i (Ũ;B 2i;k ; S \ T ) and ' P 2i+1 (Ũ;B 2i+1;l ; S \ T ).
Furthermore if j 6 = 2i then there is aB j; ;0 such that for all splitsS of S \ T eitherS is computable or ' P j (Ũ;B j; ;0 ;S) fails. Similarly for j 6 = 2i + 1 then there is aB j; ;1 such that for all splitsS of S \ T eitherS is computable or ' P j (Ũ;B j; ;1 ;S) fails. Since theB j; ;r were uniformly constructed and their components are contained in S \ T or S \ T , we can letB j be the componentwise e ective union of thẽ B j; ;r 's.
Lemma 2.19. Assume S 0 and S 1 are robust splits in I. Assume T is a split of A, ' P 2i ;T (Ũ;B 2i ; S 0 \ T) and ' P 2i+1 (Ũ;B 2i+1 ; S 1 \ T). Then T4X i \ B is computable and, by Lemma 2.5, T R(A) X i . Proof. Since S i is in I, there is a least k such that S i R(C) S j k S j .
T ? X i is a split of A. S 0 \ (T ? X i ) S 0 \ T and, hence, ' P 2i (Ũ;B 2i ; S 0 \(T ?X i )). So for each j, ' P 2i (Ũ;B 2i ; S j \ S 0 \(T ?X i ) I is a 0 3 -ideal. In addition, it will be very useful to show b I is de nable using a nite number of parameters. Harrington's Ideal De nability Theorem. For n 1, there a formula n (X; C;Ỹ ), where jỸ j = n, such that, for eachỸ , fX : n (X; C;Ỹ )g is a 0 2n+1 -ideal of S R (C) and, for each 0 2n+1 -ideal, I, of S R (C), there is aỸ such that I = fX : n (X; C;Ỹ )g.
The proof of Harrington's Ideal De nability Theorem can be found in Harrington and Nies 1998 ]. (A short proof for the case when n = 1 with an additional parameter can be found in Nies 1997 ]. Here we only need the case when n = 1.) Since I is a 0 3 -ideal of S R (C), there is a andỸ such that I = fX : (X; C;Ỹ )g. Since is an automorphism, b To show B is a small subset of A we will use the requirements and strategy presented in Soare 1987, X.4.12] . Since these requirements and strategies will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.17 we will brie y review them below:
To show B is small in A we need to meet the negative requirements: To meet this requirement, we will select an witness x in T ? B, hold x out of B and wait for x to enter W e . If x is in W e by stage s and is not restrained by any higher priority negative requirements at stage s, we will put x into B at stage s for a win. If x is in W e at stage s but is restrained by some higher priority negative requirement at stage s, we will hold onto x hoping that later we can put x into B for a win and in the meantime repeat the above process with a new larger witness.
If TnB is in nite eventually we will enumerate a witness x in T \ W e into B and meet P e .
To get the strategies used for the P e 's to work together we will have to put this construction on a tree. The problem is getting fresh balls in T ? B. Since we discuss similar tree constructions in upcoming sections, we will spare the reader the most of the details. Basicly a node working on P e will rst determine if T e is a split of A. If so when needs a fresh ball it will stop balls from moving downwards in the tree until it has a fresh ball. The smallness strategy can used as is on a tree. Since A is a split of itself and there are in nitely many W e = ;, the strategies used for the P e 's will ensure B 6 = A. 
T = (T ?B)t(T \B).
Therefore T \B is a split of A. By Lemma 2.3, (T \B) is computable. Hence if we fail to meet N e then T e \ B is computable.
These requirements and their strategies x together. The major subset requirements ensure that B ? C is in nite.
4. On the proof of Theorem 2.15 The goal of this section is provide a proof of (i) implies (ii) of Theorem 2.15 (the other direction is clear):
Theorem 2.15. Let C = W e and I be any 0 3 -ideal of S R (C). Let U be an L-interpretation and P = (T ; R; B; l) be a special L-pattern. Uniformly inŨ, P and C = W e (think of all three of these items as somehow indexed by P), there a B-interpretation,B P;I , such that the following are equivalent:
1. There is a robust split S 2 I such that ' P (Ũ;B P;I ; S) 2. For all B-interpretations,B, there is a robust split S 2 I such that ' P (Ũ;B; S). To make our notation less complex we will letB P;I =B e . We can safety assume, by the recursion theorem, that we have an index forB e . Furthermore assume we know there is a split S of W e such that S is a robust split in I and ' P (Ũ;B e ; S). Now we can use the Owings Splitting Theorem. By the Owings Splitting Theorem, we can e ectively split S into S i , for i 2 !, such that S i is not computable modulo A. Now on S i , we can copy the ith B-interpretation. In other words, for all p 2 B, de ne B e;p such that B e;p \ S i = B i;p \ S i (for more see Section 2.2 of Cholak and Harrington n.d.b]). So for ith B-interpretation, B i , we have S i is robust split in I and ' P (Ũ;B i ; S i ).
The above argument is not e ective; S is not given to us e ectively. Therefore it not correct since to use the recursion theorem the argument must be e ective. But it is a good rst approximation. We will use the tree method to make the argument e ective. Again, we can safety assume, by the recursion theory, that we have an index forB e . We can construct sequences hS i ; W i ;C i ;k i i. Now asking ifW i witnesses S i is a split of W e ,k i witnesses that S i 2 I andC i witnesses ' P (Ũ;B e ; S i ) is 2 . Notice we are not considering if S i is robust. Hence this question can be e ectively answered on a tree. We will allow the reader the liberty of constructing a tree T which answers this question. Similar constructions can be found in Cholak 1995] and Harrington and Soare 1996] and various other places. We will overlay a pinball machine on top of T such that the moves of the balls are determined by the approximation of the true path.
We will assume this tree and the movement of balls along T has the following properties: f is the true path; ^0 f i W i witnesses S i is a split of W e ,k i witnesses that S i 2 I, andC i witnesses ' P (Ũ;B e ; S i ) , where i = j j; the position of the ball x is given by the function (x; s); and if f then for almost all balls x = 2 A, (x) = lim s (x; s). We should also point out that the construction of such a tree can be done uniformly in the parameters given.
Given that occurs at , we will later de ne a split S of C. Assuming is on the true path, at we will build two Friedberg splits of S ,S and S . (These are two di erent Friedberg splits; it is not the case that S ?S = S . We do not care about S ?S and S ? S .) If S is a robust split then sinceS will be a Friedberg split of S (assuming is on the true path) and by Lemma 2.13,S will be a robust split (similarly for S ).
The node will buildS and S by pulling balls in S it needs.
will pull balls to try to meet the requirements R e : W e 6 =S and W e 6 = S (see the Owings Splitting Theorem).
If
f s for the eth time, then we will allow to pull e balls from the balls residing at ? to meet the rst e requirements. Only pulled balls can enterS or S . Balls inS cannot move downwards in the tree but all other balls residing at will move downward according to the action of the approximation to the true path.
It 
D j 0 is small subset of D j , and (f) S j is robust split. Rather than discussing the requirements, initially, we will focus on the style of the construction. It will be a pinball machine which has been overlaid on a computable T such that the movement of the ball is determined partially by the approximation to the true path. Similar constructions can be found in Cholak 1995] and Harrington and Soare 1996] and various other places.
The action we take depends on whether X i t Y i = A and X i nB is in nite. This is 0 2 . Hence this question can be e ectively answered on a tree. We will allow the reader the liberty of constructing a computable tree T which answers this question.
We will overlay a pinball machine on top of T such that the moves of the balls are determined by the approximation of the true path. We will assume this tree and the movement of the balls has the following properties: f is the true path; ^0 f i X i t Y i = A and X i nB is in nite, where i = j j; the position of the ball x is given by the function (x; s) Hence to complete the proof of Theorem 2.17, it will be enough to provide a proof of Theorem 5.1. 5.1. The proof of Theorem 5.1. We will provide a construction of E in modular fashion. Notice if T \B is not computable then T \D * C and hence, by the padding lemma, (T \ D) ? C is in nite. The next two lemmas use the above fact to provide two requirements which are needed in the construction of E. Theorem 6.1 (Maass 1984] 
